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RECOVERY THROUGH SURFACE-WELDING OF TOOTHED GEARS OF DRUM MILLS
Ivan Minin
University of Mining and Geology „St. Ivan Rilski”, 1700 Sofia, E-mail: minin_ivan@abv.bg
ABSTRACT. The majority of the drum mills used in the mining industry have peripheral drive of the drum. This determines the presence of large-sized toothed gears
with considerable size, weight and cost. After 8 to 10 years of service, the cog-wheels wear out on the one side of the teeth (depending on the direction of drum
rotation), which results in deterioration of the teeth pair operational mode and risk of fracture and failure of the mill unit. Therefore, after expiration of the term of
service, they are scrapped or recovered. This article shows a technology for recovery of worn out toothed gears through welding. The method for determining the
electrical parameters of the electric arc welding is also explained, as an example it is applied to a gear of a mill type Ɇɒɐ 4,5 x 6. All other concomitant technological
operations related to the restoration of toothed gears with parameters similar to a new one are also shown here.
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ɋɀɂəɇɀ. Ƚɨɥɹɦɚ ɱɚɫɬ ɨɬ ɛɚɪɚɛɚɧɧɢɬɟ ɦɟɥɧɢɰɢ, ɢɡɩɨɥɡɜɚɧɢ ɜ ɦɢɧɧɨɞɨɛɢɜɧɚɬɚ ɩɪɨɦɢɲɥɟɧɨɫɬ, ɫɚ ɫ ɩɟɪɢɮɟɪɧɨ ɡɚɞɜɢɠɜɚɧɟ ɧɚ ɛɚɪɚɛɚɧɚ. Ɍɨɜɚ ɨɛɭɫɥɚɜɹ
ɧɚɥɢɱɢɟ ɧɚ ɟɞɪɨɝɚɛɚɪɢɬɧɢ ɡɴɛɧɢ ɜɟɧɰɢ ɫɴɫ ɡɧɚɱɢɬɟɥɧɢ ɪɚɡɦɟɪɢ, ɬɟɝɥɨ ɢ ɰɟɧɚ. ɋɥɟɞ 8-10 ɝɨɞɢɧɢ ɫɥɭɠɛɚ ɡɴɛɧɢɬɟ ɜɟɧɰɢ ɫɟ ɢɡɧɨɫɜɚɬ ɨɬ ɟɞɧɚɬɚ ɫɬɪɚɧɚ ɧɚ
ɡɴɛɢɬɟ - ɜ ɡɚɜɢɫɢɦɨɫɬ ɨɬ ɩɨɫɨɤɚɬɚ ɧɚ ɜɴɪɬɟɧɟ ɧɚ ɛɚɪɚɛɚɧɚ, ɤɨɟɬɨ ɜɨɞɢ ɞɨ ɜɥɨɲɚɜɚɧɟ ɪɟɠɢɦɚ ɧɚ ɪɚɛɨɬɚ ɧɚ ɡɴɛɧɚɬɚ ɞɜɨɣɤɚ ɢ ɞɨ ɨɩɚɫɧɨɫɬ ɨɬ ɫɱɭɩɜɚɧɟ ɢ
ɨɬɤɚɡ ɧɚ ɦɟɥɧɢɱɧɢɹ ɚɝɪɟɝɚɬ. ɉɨɪɚɞɢ ɬɨɜɚ, ɫɥɟɞ ɢɡɬɢɱɚɧɟ ɧɚ ɫɪɨɤɚ ɢɦ ɧɚ ɫɥɭɠɛɚ, ɬɟ ɛɢɜɚɬ ɛɪɚɤɭɜɚɧɢ ɢɥɢ ɜɴɡɫɬɚɧɨɜɹɜɚɧɢ. ȼ ɧɚɫɬɨɹɳɚɬɚ ɫɬɚɬɢɹ ɟ ɩɨɤɚɡɚɧɚ
ɬɟɯɧɨɥɨɝɢɹɬɚ ɡɚ ɜɴɡɫɬɚɧɨɜɹɜɚɧɟ ɧɚ ɢɡɧɨɫɟɧɢ ɡɴɛɧɢ ɜɟɧɰɢ ɱɪɟɡ ɧɚɜɚɪɹɜɚɧɟ. Ɉɛɹɫɧɟɧɚ ɟ ɢ ɦɟɬɨɞɢɤɚɬɚ ɡɚ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɹɧɟ ɧɚ ɟɥɟɤɬɪɢɱɟɫɤɢɬɟ ɩɚɪɚɦɟɬɪɢ ɧɚ
ɟɥɟɤɬɪɨɞɴɝɨɜɨɬɨ ɧɚɜɚɪɹɜɚɧɟ, ɤɚɬɨ ɡɚ ɩɪɢɦɟɪ ɬɹ ɟ ɩɪɢɥɨɠɟɧɚ ɧɚ ɡɴɛɟɧ ɜɟɧɟɰ ɨɬ ɦɟɥɧɢɰɚ ɬɢɩ Ɇɒɐ 4,5 ɯ 6. ɉɨɤɚɡɚɧɢ ɫɚ ɫɴɳɨ ɢ ɜɫɢɱɤɢ ɞɪɭɝɢ ɫɴɩɴɬɫɬɜɚɳɢ
ɬɟɯɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɧɢ ɨɩɟɪɚɰɢɢ ɞɨ ɩɨɥɭɱɚɜɚɧɟɬɨ ɧɚ ɜɴɡɫɬɚɧɨɜɟɧ ɡɴɛɟɧ ɜɟɧɟɰ ɫɴɫ ɫɯɨɞɧɢɬɟ ɩɚɪɚɦɟɬɪɢ ɧɚ ɧɨɜ.
Ʌɦɹɲɩɝɣ ɟɮɧɣ: ɡɴɛɟɧ ɜɟɧɟɰ, ɦɟɥɧɢɰɚ, ɧɚɜɚɪɹɜɚɧɟ, ɟɥɟɤɬɪɨɞɴɝɨɜɨ.

mechanical properties, variation in their geometric shapes,
microcracks and lower reliability and term of service of the
toothed gear.

Introduction
The toothed gears of the mills wear out one-sidedly by
reducing the thickness of the tooth. Three methods are used
for the gear`s restoration:
- replacement with a new one;
- recovery of the gear through surface-welding;
- correction of the toothed gear via the method of "Negative
height correction".

To apply the ”Negative Height Correction” method, we need
to have the following prerequisites:
- the presence of a residual thick bandage of the toothed
gear, allowing a negative height correction (pitting of the
cutting contour at the teeth-cutting) without affecting the solidity
and deformation characteristics of the gear;
- the possibility of displacement of the center-to-center
distance of the gear.

The following has to be summarized about the recovery of
toothed gears:
- it is advisable to create a stand with automatic surfacewelding devices for worn teeth;
- an electrode or wire consumption is necessary, e.g.its
quantity for a toothed gear of drum mill Ɇɒɐ 4,5ɯ6 exceeds
1000kg;
- high electricity consumption, associated with the surfacewelding of teeth;
- undetermined mechanical properties of the teeth, different
from those of the main metal;
- difficulty in the mechanicl treatment (lathing and teethcutting) of the welded teeth, leading to further operation,
namely temperature recovery in a furnace after the welding;
- thermal tensions between the weld layer and the base
metal of the gear, resulting in a decrease of the teeth

The technology of toothed gear recovery through a "Negative
height correction" has the following advantages:
- the geometrical and kinematic characteristics of the
reconstructed gear are equivalent to the normal features of a
new one;
- the teeth are made entirely of the gear’s main metal;
- the mechanical treatment (lathing and teeth-cutting) is
several times smaller in volume, than when making a new
toothed gear;
- the exact calculation of the height correction allows very
rapid and good recovery of the gear;
- the installation works, when replacing a repaired gear, are
with lower labor costs than during the installation of a new
toothed gear;
5
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- the technoology includingg a height correction can noot be
used in mills, w
where it is not possible to displace the centeer-tocenter distancce or there is a thin
t bandage.

grinder. Regardlesss of the choseen mode, the cleaning
c
shouldd
coveer the welding area
a and in adddition, 10-15mm
m around it.
Duuring the recovvering of the w
worn out part of
o the gear it iss
necessary to remo
ove the top layyer of metal froom the workingg
surfface due to the danger of old cracks and othher defects thatt
can develop in dep
pth of the part oor in the weldedd layer. For thiss
reasson, these area
as with defectss are taken offf in depth untill
theyy completely dissappear. The aarea of the geaar that is meantt
to be
b welded should not have shaarp edges, so there should bee
madde roundings with a radius oveer 3-4mm. Occaasionally, whenn
weldding details witth more compleex shapes, a special
s
bendingg
(bedd) for the welde
ed metal is maade, which takees into accountt
the required thickness of the laayer and the addition
a
for thee
mecchanical treatm
ment, as well as the condittions for moree
convvenient surface
e-welding.

The main question that may be set in thhe present studdy is
about the posssibility to recoover a toothedd gear throughh the
surface-weldinng method and its economical justification.

Summary
The aim of tthe present studdy is to describbe the activitiess of a
vast recoveryy of large-scalee toothed gearrs through surffacewelding and too prove the quaality of this technnology.
Technology and equipment for toothed gears recoovery
through surfface-welding. On the basis of what has bbeen
mentioned abbove and haviing in mind thhat the technoology
includng a heeight correctionn can not be used
u
in all millls, a
technology forr recovery throough surface-weelding is propoosed.
This repairing technology covvers a number of activities caarried
out in the following order:

When
W
welding th
he toothed geaar, the basic meetal must be inn
inveersely heated condition to havve sufficiently high plasticity too
absorb stresses an
nd deformationss.
Thhe cleaning is done with met
etal brushes, saandpapers andd
sandblasting appa
aratus in ordeer to remove all mechanicall
contaminants and metal oxides oon the main meetal onto whichh
the surface-welded
d layer will be pplaced (Fig. 2).

Identification of the toothed gear. After removing it from
m the
mill, the gear is stored in tw
wo or four partss (Fig. 1). The next
step is testingg after thoroughhly cleaning of all contact surffaces
(A1, A2) and thhe gear parts. The cleaning is
i performed w
with a
metal brush aand sandpaper in order to rem
move all mechaanical
contaminants and metal oxides on the co-mounting surfacees.

In order to achie
eve a better quuality of the cooated layer andd
feweer defects, it iss recommendeed the sectors of the toothedd
gear to be heated up
u to 150 degreees prior to the teeth welding.

Fig. 2. A layer intended for surface-weldding

Tecchnological parameters of weelding. The maain parameters,,
deteermining the tecchnological moode of welding are:
a the type off
greaase coating and
d the thicknesss of the electrodde or electrodee
wiree; the amperage, voltage and polarity; the leength of the arcc
and the speed of movement of the electrode or the handle..
Theese parameterss determine thhe size and quality of thee
surfface - welded layer as well aas the charactter of the heatt
influuenced area.

Fig. 1. One fourth of a toothed geaar

The trial insttallation aims too establish the compliance andd the
affiliation of thhe separate parrts of the gear. After that, the gear
is separated and transporteed to the machhine factories ffor a
mechanical prrocessing.

Thhe welding sho
ould be done w
with a minimal arc length andd
withhout any interrruptions. In oorder to avoidd defects, thee
exciitation as well as the break oof the arc are as
a far away ass
possible from the welded
w
layer. TThe surface-wellding should bee
perfformed insuch a way that each subsequent transitionn
overlaps from 1/3 to 1/2 of thee previous onee. The toothedd
secttors of the gear are placed in such a maanner that thee
mannual arc weldin
ng to be horizoontal and comffortable for thee
weldder (Fig. 3).

s
ng. When wornn out
Preparation oof a gear for surface-weldin
parts are recoovered, the placce to be weldedd (the worn outt part
of the tooth) m
must be cleaned to a metallic gloss. This is ddone
by sandblastinng, technical brushes attacheed to a mechannized
hand tool or bby grinding withh a DASH disk driven by an aangle
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wheere: d is the diameter
d
of the electrode;

k - coeffficient varying in the ranges from 30 to 50,

prooportional to the
e diameter of thee electrode.

More precisely, the
t amperage, depending on the
t diameter off
the electrode, is de
etermined by th e empirical form
mulas:

Fig. 3. A method of placing the geear at the welding

Selection of electrodes or wire for weld
ding. Generallyy, the
electrodes aree selected with a basic thick grease
g
coating,, and
the choice oof electrodes and
a
wire is determined
d
byy the
chemical compposition of the main
m material. In this case thee rule
is that the cchemical composition of the electrode or wire
corresponds as much as possible to the basic mateerial.
However, wheen it is necessaary to increase the
t wear resistaance
of the parts, iit is recommennded to use allloyed materialss, for
example with a high conteent of mangannese or chrom
mium.
Generally, thee welding techhnology must be
b pursuant too the
features of thhe basic materrial so that no structural cha nges
occur in the ppart under the influence of thhe thermal weelding
mode.
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Tecchnique of ma
anual arc weldding of the to
oothed gear. Itt
diffeers from the welding mainnly by the movement
m
andd
incliination of the electrode or handle of the wire-feedingg
apparatus. The welding
w
beginss by tapping the electrodee
(verrtically) onto the gear, causinng the arc to ignite, then thee
elecctrode quickly retracts
r
at a disstance of 2-3m
mm and incliness
at an
a angle of 20
0-30° to the vvertical directioon towards thee
direction of motion. With such an inclination,, the drops off
molten metal from the electrode ffall into the mellted area of thee
partt.

2 annd
mo re

Determinationn of the electrrical parameteers of the weldding.
The selection of amperages depending on the diameter oof the
electrode is bbased on the constant current loading off the
electrode rod cross-section.. The approxim
mate amperagee for
electrodes witth a diameter of
o 3 to 5 mm iss determined byy the
formula:
k .d , A

Diaameter of the electrode, mm

Tabble 3.

When deterrmining the overall thicknesss of the surffacewelded layer, it is also neceessary to providde an addition (2-3
mm), becausee subsequent mechanical
m
proccessing is requirred.

I

(3)

A selection
s
of the welding moode. It is recom
mmended to bee
perfformed at a sho
ort arc, without iinterruptions annd with minimall
melting of the basse material. Thhe arc must be
b excited andd
interrupted, if posssible, outside thhe working partt of the weldedd
layeer. Table 3 sh
hows the modee procedure at
a the surface-weldding of a toothe
ed gear of a milll type Mɒɐ 4,55 x 6.

Table 1.

Thickness of thhe welded layeer,
mm

20  25 .d1,5 ,A

Thhe data from Table
T
2 is indiicative becausee the optimum
m
valuues of the curre
ent depends, allthought to a lesser extent, onn
the chemical comp
position of the electrode, the type of greasee
coating, the lengtth of the arc, the welding rate
r
and otherr
factors. When usin
ng wire feeders,, only the diameter of the wiree
is set
s and the current is autom
matically determined by thee
weldding machine.

Once an eleectrode or a wiree is selected for welding accorrding
to their mechaanical propertiees and chemical composition , the
next step is the selection of thhe diameter of the electrode rood or
the wire. This choice is determined by the reequired thickne ss of
the welding layer and foor this purposse the informaation
presented in TTable 1 is recom
mmended.

4-5

I

(2)

Tabble 2.

When theree is a large diffference in thee compositions and
properties of the base and the welded material, defects (crracks
or flakes of thhe coated layerr) may occur, so it is necessaary to
use the so-called intermediatte layers.

3

20  6.d .d , A

Baased on the formulas 2 and 33, the indicativee values of thee
currrent are calculated, dependingg on the standard diameters off
the electrodes (Tab
ble 2).

At the manuual welding, thhe electrode quality is of a ggreat
importance.

Diameter of the electrode, mm
m

I

In vertical position of the elecctrode (which should not bee
allow
wed) or if it iss inclined to thhe vertical, butt moves in thee
opposite direction
n of the abovve-described situation,
s
it iss
possible the molte
en metal dropss to fall on the surface of thee
detaail, that is not yet
y melted, whiich is a prerequisite for weakk
bonding of the weld
ded layer with tthe main metal of the part.

(1)
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When weldinng, it is considered that the optimal
o
depth oof the
molten area oof the part shhould be about 30% of the total
thickness of thhe welded layeer. In the case of a larger moolten
area, carbon and other allloying elementts of the partt are
burned, thereeby reducing the mechanical properties off the
base of the weelded layer withh the basic metaal.
Welding shoould be perform
med in such a manner that eeach
subsequent w
welding layer (trransition) should overlap from
m 1/3
to 1/2 the preevious one (Figg. 4a). Otherwise, slag inclussions
may remain bbetween the paassagɟs (Fig. 4b)
4 and in casse of
multi-layer weelding the qualitty of the weldinng may be coarrsed.
Fig. 5 shows a planar sufacee as the large-sscaled toothed gear
could be acceepted for, becaause of its enoormous radius. The
welding often occurs without the oscillatingg movement off the
electrode, which is characteriistic of the joint-welding.

Fig. 6. Annealing charracterisctics

Lath
hing of the toothed gear. The gear is placed on thee
plannner rigger of th
he carousel lathhe. In order to ensure a goodd
resuult of the teeth-cutting, the lathing operaation must bee
perfformed under conditions
c
whicch ensure reliabble setting andd
meaasurement bases. These basses are the intternal diameterr
DB ,mm of the geaar (setting) andd the outer diam
meter D,mm
(meeasuring). Thuss, the accuratee operation of the front andd
cylinndrical surfaces is ensured aand minimal raadial and frontt
beatings are guara
anteed on them .
Ass the surface off the processedd diameter serves as the basiss
for the
t alignment, this
t is done thro
rough an indicator clock with a
sensitivity of G 0,01mm
. In thee case of available ellepticityy
0
on the
t centering (setting) diametter, the center of the plannerr
rigger has to coincide with the ggeometric center of the gear..
Thiss is achieved if the measuringg clock nozzle, attached to thee
spinndle of the caro
ousel lathe, deescribes a circlee with a radiuss
wheere a and b are relatively the bboth half-axes of
o the ellipse inn
the diameter hole.

Fig. 4. Technique of surface-welding, used for reco
overy of a toothedd gear

Apart from the above-deescribed, the welding of pllanar
surfaces can be done by a combined method,
m
knownn as
alternation of narrow and widde strips as shown at Figure 5. In
this method, nnarrow strips without
w
the oscillating movemeent of
the electrode (3-5 times thee diameter of the electrode)) are
initially weldedd, and then thee intermediate distances are filled
with oscillatingg motions of thhe electrode. Thhe wide inter-laayers
should overlapp from 1/3 to 1/22 of the narrow
w strips.

Thhe centering on
n the toothed geear front surfacce is also donee
withh an indicator clock
c
with a sennsitivity of G 0,01mm . Thiss
centering follows th
he front beatingg, measured onn the surface att
bothh ends of two
o mutually perrpendicular diaameters of thee
tootthed gear, and divides symm
metrically (as divvided into two))
withh respect to the horizontal planne.
Thhe accuracy at the lathering oof the outer diaameter shall bee
of thhe seventh rate
e, where the tollerance for this diameter doess
not exceed 0.8 mm
m, and the beaating of this diaameter and thee
foreehead with respect to the settinng - not more thhan 0.08 mm.
Alll the base surfa
aces are processsed to a roughhness class nott
exceeeding R Z 200 P m ' 5 .

Fig. 5. Welding w
with narrow and wide
w strips

Thhe obtaining off the new diam
meter of the reepaired gear iss
achieved with a rad
dial feed of the knife equal to l (Fig. 7).

In the multi-strip welding of the surfacees of the gear , the
welding of thee next (upper) layers should be done afterr the
surfaces of thhe lower ones are cleaned from
f
the slag to a
metallic gloss. In addition, each
e
next (uppper layer) is plaaced
perpendicular to the lower onne.
Assembly annd annealing of the gear. The assemblinng is
carried out iin the compaany in which the thermal and
mechanical prrocessing of thee toothed gear will
w be done.
The annealing is necessarry due to the hiigh hardness oof the
welded layer, that would resuult from the selff-hardening, cauused
by the large m
mass of the banndage, leading to therapid coooling
of the welded layer. This is done after the gear is assembleed in
a gas furnace. An exmplary thermal
t
characcteristic is show
wn on
Figure 6.

Fig. 7. Scheme of lathering

It is appropriate for the removaal of the additioon to happen inn
one transition at a rate of submisssion v 0,8mm / min .
8
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The recomm
mended speed for this typical continuous cuut-off
mode is from 30 to 90 m/min. It is assumeed for it to be aabout
v P 60m / miin .

e of the gear ring serves ass the base forr
Thee outer surface
adjuusting the deptth of hobbing. After switchinng on, the hobb
approaches the ge
ear until its touuching. In this position of thee
table and the stan
nds, the linearr or circular sccale is reset too
zeroo. The cutting-m
machine supporrt is then lifted while
w the hob iss
over the toothed gear
g and then aan additional raadial alignmentt
of the hob and the gear is perfoormed to obtain the requiredd
cutting depth. The movement is ddetected with a ruler, a circlee
scalle, or a measuring clock.

Teeth-cuttingg of the gear. The teeth-cutting of the gearr can
be performed on a worm geaar hob by the toouring method.. The
axial profile off the cutting seection of the worm
w
hob practiically
does not differr from the toothhed gear, and therefore the cuutting
of the teeth w
with a worm geear hob can bee represented as a
splitting of an eedge with a tooothed wheel.

Thhe sensitivity iss checked with an indicator measuring
m
clockk
withh a sensitivity of G 0,01mm
m , in the samee way as at thee
lathing operation.

The workingg motion is enssured by the rootation of the hhob 4
(Fig. 8). To ennsure touring, the
t rotary movvement of the w
worm
hob and the tooothed gear 3 must be coorddinated in the ssame
way, as the ssplitting of the worm 1 and worm gear 2. The
rotation rate oof the table witth the gear must be less thann the
rotation rate oof the hob, as the number of teeth
t
of the tooothed
gear is greaterr than the numbber of hob cuts (in a single-cutt hob
the table rotatees z times slow
wly than the hobb).

Fuull tooth processsing should bee done for no more than 2-33
passes. Toothed gears
g
of 7th ratte of precision are cut into a
slot--shaped modullar hob and tw
wo clean passees with a worm
m
gear hob.
Thhe gear of 8th rate of precisioon are cut intoo a slot-shapedd
moddular milling cuttter and a singlee worm gear paass.

When settinng up the machhine, the follow
wing operationss are
used: tuning oof the machinee's kinematic chains – gears lyra,
feeding, dividing, differential; the toothed geear is put into pplace
and centered, the hob is set to a specifiedd cutting depthh and
the automatic cut-off or switching stops are set.

Thhe cutting rate depends
d
on thee hardness of thhe material andd
it is selected as follows:

Q

The machinne has a diffeerential mechannism that provvides
additional rotaation of the geaar when cuttingg the teeth becaause
they are inclineed.

18m / min
n at ɇȼ = 160;

Q 15m / min aat ɇȼ = 190;
Q

Before the tteeth-cutting, thhe toothed gear is adjusted too the
front surface aand the outer diameter.

12m / min
n at ɇȼ = 220.

Duue to the fact that a large parrt of the intermeediate space iss
form
med during the initial cutting of the gear, the removal of thee
basic amount of metal
m
takes placce through a drrafting pass. Itss
depth should be de
etermined in suuch a way so ass to ensure thatt
the worm hob is operated
o
at thee cleaning passs only with thee
sidee cutting edgess. Therefore, it will only shappe the evolventt
proffile of the working surfaces off the teeth, withh minimal wearr
on the
t back surface of the teeth oof the hob.
Thhe control of the
e final phase off teeth-cutting can
c be done byy
meaasuring the tota
al norm or by m
measuring the thhickness of thee
tootth in different se
ections.
Affter the cutting, the gear is alsso controlled. This
T includes a
proffile error measurement. Deviaations of the profile
p
from thee
theooretical ones are recorded with a measuuring clock orr
foottprint. The unive
ersal evolvent-m
meter allows thhe profile of thee
tootth to be checke
ed in different ssections along its right and leftt
sidees without changing the positioon of the gear.

Fig. 7. Principle oof operation of teeeth-cutting hobs

The follow
wing rules must be observed when operating:
1. When aattaching the toothed
t
gear, gently
g
clean al l the
centring and ssupporting surfaaces from raspinngs and dirt.
2. Periodically check the
t
radial beaating of the work
(centering) maandrel on the taable.
3. Periodically check thee front beatingg of the suppoorting
bases of the setting device.
4. Place aand screw up the
t toothed geaar not to deforrm at
the strongest ttightenings, thee screws are evenly tightened.
5. Check tthe radial and frront beating of the
t gear beforee and
after the machhine is attachedd.
6. Due to the large sizes of the tootheed gear, in ord er to
reduce the intternal stresses it is recommended to loosenn the
clamping screws after the rough machining process, re-tigghten
them prior to the clean processing and checck the beating.

In addition, the basic step is alsso controlled, foor example by a
stationary universa
al tooth measuriring device ȻB-55060.

Conclusions
Inn conclusion, it can be stated tthat the chosenn technology inn
this report is suitable for the recoovery of the tooothed gears off
drum
m mills for ore grinding.
g
A new toothed gear
g is priced aand available inn the market att
costts from 300 00
00 to 450 0000 EUR, while the
t cost of thee
surfface-welding re
ecovery operatiions is no morre than 50 0000
9
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EUR, which proves the great
implementation of this technology.
the old restored gear is well
exploitational properties and fewer
of a new one.
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ɤɴɳɚ ɆȽɍ ”ɋɜ. ɂɜɚɧ Ɋɢɥɫɤɢ”, ɋ., 2011 ɝ., (Murhov, N.,
Remont na minna mehanizatsiya. MGU, Sofia).
ɋɢɞɟɪɟɧɤɨ, Ⱥ., ɂ. Ⱥɞɚɦ, „ɉɪɨɢɡɜɨɞɫɬɜɨ ɤɪɭɩɧɶɢɯ ɡɭɛɱɚɬɵɯ
ɩɟɪɟɞɚɱ”, Ɇɚɲɝɢɡ, Ɇ., 1961 ɝ., (Siderenko, A., I. Adam,
Proizvodstvo krupnih zubchatah peredach, Mashgiz, M.,
1961)
ɋɚɦɨɥɢɟɜ, ɋ., „Ɍɟɯɧɨɥɨɝɢɹ ɬɹɠoɥɨɝɨ ɦɚɲɢɧɨɫɬɪɨɟɧɢɹ”,
Ɇɚɲɢɧɨɫɬɪɨɟɧɢɟ, Ɇ., 1967 ɝ. (Samoliev, S., Tehnologiya
tyazhologo mashinostroeniya, Mashinostroenie, M., 1967)

economic effect of the
In addition, the material of
trained and has better
internal defects than these

The qualitative performance of this technology can be
increased considerably if a mechanical stand for automatic
surface-welding of worn out teeth is designed and
manufactured.
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